
 

 

Hem previews second collaboration with Max Lamb  

during Milan Design Week 2019 

 

 
 

 

February 2019 – This April during Milan Design Week, Stockholm-based design brand 

Hem will unveil a table fit to “jump on”; a brief given to London-based designer Max 

Lamb when he was asked to conjure up Max Table, the latest addition to the 

brand’s expanding portfolio.  

 



The Max Table is Hem’s “functional hero”; at three-metres (118”) long it is destined 

to be a centrepiece which can be tailored to any environment – from co-working 

and conference spaces to hosting dinner parties at home.  

“With Max Table, our aim was to create a satisfyingly ‘stable table’ which, rather 

than just being considered as a piece of furniture, becomes part of the architecture 

of the space it is in.” – Petrus Palmér, Founder of Hem 

The Max Table is a feat of engineering – its simplistic design is deceivingly 

sophisticated and, as with all Hem products, has been carefully considered with 

shipping and smart assembly in mind. Carved from Douglas Fir – a timber selected 

due to its virginal colour tone, characterful grain and ability to withstand usage as 

well as gracefully ageing. To complete the set, Lamb has carried this design 

through to create matching benches; another first for the brand’s growing 

portfolio. 

This is Hem’s second collaboration with Lamb who launched his Last Stool series 

with the company in 2015 – Milan Design Week will see the unveiling of a new 

polished steel version and the revival of Last Table. A firm favourite of the brand 

due to his pioneering approach and passion for materiality and contemporary 

craft, Lamb’s creations for Hem have a distinctive style and offer quality and 

functionality. 

“The starting point for any of my designs is the material and my ideas evolve 

through physical and exploratory processes. With Max Table, I began 

prototyping with a four-metre long section of heart oak and became obsessed 

with the scale, weight and presence of this one fat piece of wood. Max Table 

represents the power and strength of the Douglas Fir tree from which it is made.” – 

Max Lamb 

Hem’s portfolio is ever-expanding to give design professionals more choice. 

An upholstered dining chair was something that Palmér believed would add a 

new dimension to Hem’s portfolio and together with Italian duo 

LucidiPevere has created the Kendo chair family; a sculpted ‘resimercial’ model 

which works both as a conference chair and a dining chair. The family has 

gradually expanded to include a bar stool and high-back bar stool, a lounger 

and an ottoman; all of which can be upholstered in a choice of fabrics. Hem’s 

recently launched Kumo sofa by Anderssen & Voll will be released in leather 

and a ‘Rust’ fabric version, and the 



brand will preview its first round table Alle by Swedish designer Staffan Holm, which 

features a discreet slot for cable management. 

 

Hem’s new designer collaborations will be on display at a pop-up showroom in 

Milan’s Brera district from 8-12 April. 
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About Hem 

Hem is built on the love for pioneering design. A straightforward direct-to-customer 

model allows Hem to conceive and manufacture trailblazing design of the highest 

quality and to make it available to an international audience. Hem offers over 400 

products available in 34 nations. 

 

Hem is Swedish for ‘home’ and the company was founded in 2014 and is based in 

Stockholm. Working with the most relevant designers of today, including Max 

Lamb, Luca Nichetto, Pauline Deltour, GamFratesi and Philippe Malouin. 
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